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Ribbed Crew Neck Pullover

#1672



#1674

#1671

#1673

While ice blue conjures
images of sky and sea,

it’s also the color of
bravery and dedication.

Ice blue represents
introspective journeys
and symbolizes wisdom

and depth of
understanding. 

Luxurious hand feel
sweaters.



#1675

#1652

#1661

Marine Blue is a tranquil
and relaxing shade that

is very versatile and
looks good with almost
everything, making it a
fantastic alternative to
add a pop of colour to

your customers'
wardrobes 



During this upcoming fall and winter season
customers will continue to pursue happiness
and the desire to celebrate with the community.
Customers will look for colours that can
energize them with positivity and will enhance
their desire of adventure and fun. 
Designing this collection with emotion was key,
as customers will need to feel supported while
building their vision for the future and clothing
allows them to express their personality and
who they truly are. That’s why you will see in this
collection brilliant shades that features
breathtaking vibrancy with soft and refined
shades brought to you by neutral tones.
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#1692



#1674

#1657

#1655

 Lilac is not just a color
that your customers'

wardrobes need right
now; it’s the new it-

color of the year and a
trend that has garnered
so much attention lately.

 



Houndstooth Pattern Coatigan

#1691



#1684

#1675

#1687

We also can't forget to
mention how versatile

purple can be, especially
if you're a fan of
colorblocking. 

The color purple is often
associated with royalty,

luxury, power and
ambition. Purple also

represents meanings of
wealth, extravagance,
creativity and wisdom.

 

https://www.instyle.com/fashion/clothing/colorblocking-trend-spring-2022


#1665

#1679

#1691

The Houndstooth
pattern is one of the

most popular during this
upcoming Winter
season. It's classic,

elegant and totally in
trend!



V-neck Tunic

#1664



Stripped Turtleneck Pullover
Made with Recycled Polyester

#1658



#1693

#1651

#1655

Tri button-down plaid
sweater coat featuring a
notched lapel collar with
dual plaid patch pocket
and long sleeve. It goes
perfectly on top of our

gorgeous knit pullovers.
 



#1665

#1661

#1664

During this upcoming
fall and winter season

customers will continue
to pursue happiness and
the desire to celebrate

with the community.
Customers will look for
styles that will enhance

their desire of
adventure and fun.

 
 



V-Neck Tie Front Pullover

#1665



CABLE KNIT
TURTLENECK
PULLOVER

#1657

Made with Recycled Polyester



#1658

#1674

#1652

Fuchsia and Orange by
far the best combination
of trendy colours of this
FW 2022-23 and the
combination everyone

has to have! 



WWW.NADOAPPAREL.COM

#1677

Faux removable fur
collared cardigan

with luxurious hand
feel. This recycled

blend piece can be
to worn on top of a

dress to enhance
your outfit or for a

more casual look on
top of a nice shirt

and pants 


